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Sufficiency conditions are given for the xistence of stationary Blackwell optimal 
policies. These conditions concern o ly the one step transition pr bability ma rices 
and their resolvents and therefore appear to be more natural than those recently 
introduced by Dekker and Hordijk. We use the same operator-theoretic approa h 
and standard esults about spectral theory of bounded linear operators. El1988 
Academic Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we are concerned with Average and Blackwell optimality n 
denumerable Markov decision processes. For Average optimality, recent 
results like those by Borkar [2], Cavazos-Cadena [3], Deppe [S], and 
Federgruen et al., [6] are sufficient co ditions forexistence of stationary 
Average optimal policies. Assumptions aremade on the structure of the 
Markov chains (typically recurrency conditions arerequired). It iswell 
known that Average optimality s a rather underselective r t rion si ce 
only the rewards inthe long run are of importance. Blackwell [ ]was the 
first tointroduce the so-called 1-optimality later enamed Blackwell 
optimality. Forthe reader werecall that aBlackwell optimal policy 7c* has 
the following property: It is Average optimal nd for any given initial 
state x,for any other policy rthere exist a discount factor Csuch that for 
discount factors c( satisfying Cc 6CI< 1, the a-discounted reward of the policy 
n* is better. 
A policy rr* is strongly B ackwell optimal ifthe cl is independent of x and 
n. Strong Blackwell andBlackwell optimality coincide in the finite state 
case. Ina recent paper Dekker and Hordijk [4] give sufficient co ditions 
for existence of stationary Blackwell optimal policies fordenumerable 
Markov decision processes. In contrast wi h classical approaches andin the 
same spirit asin Schweitzer [S] they use an operator-theoretic approach 
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where the basic effort is o show that aLaurent series expansion ofthe dis- 
counted cost exists for discount factor near 1 and that he terms of that 
series are continuous inthe policy space (compact in the product 
topology). Then, with classical arguments hey show the existence of a
stationary policy which maximizes lexicographically the terms of the 
Laurent series (hence isBlackwell optimal) in the set of stationary policies. 
A second step is extension t  onstationary policies. 
On the one hand, this approach iselegant and has two nice features: 
First, Average optimality appears tobe a special case where only the first 
term of the Laurent series xpansion isconsidered. S cond, itpermits one 
to avoid explicit assumptions  the Markov chain structure contrary to
classical approaches where most of the time recurrency conditions are
required. In Dekker and Hordijk [4] one will find a nice xposition of 
these classical assumptions. O  the other hand, the assumptions made by 
Dekker and Hordijk are quite theoretical and hard to check. For example, 
as we show later, existence of the deviation matrix amounts to assuming 
existence of the Laurent series. Also, boundedness (in the p-norm) and 
,u-continuity of the deviation matrix are almost impossible to check. 
In this paper we use the same operator-theoretic approach. We first 
assume that he rewards are bounded. Toprove xistence of the Laurent 
series expansion and continuity of its terms we use standard esults in pec- 
tral theory of bounded linear operators. We only need assumptions  the 
one step transition probability ma rices and their resolvents. Namely, for 
existence of the Laurent series, the eigenvalue 1 must be an isolated 
singularity of the resolvent. For continuity of its terms, there must exist a 
disc (in the complex plane) such that here is no other isolated singularity 
in this disc for all policies andon any circumference centered in 1 in this 
disc, the resolvents are uniformly bounded. Also, each row of the matrices 
must be continuous inthe policy space (for continuity). Thislast 
assumption is p-continuity forthe one step transition matrices in the ter- 
minology ofDekker and Hordijk [4] (with /J being the unit vector). Con- 
tinuity of the first two terms of the Laurent series implies continuity of he 
others. Then, existence of a stationary policy which le.~icographically 
maximizes the terms of the Laurent series follows ith exactly the same 
arguments a in Dekker and Hordijk [4]. Finally, extension t  unbounded 
rewards is possible under an extra ssumption as in Dekker and Hor- 
dijk [4]. Namely, the transition probability ma rix is a bounded operator 
in a certain p-norm. However, asbefore, we still do not need assumptions 
on the deviation matrix. 
In the second section fthe paper we introduce the notation a d the 
definitions. Then,in the third section, we give sufficient co ditions for
existence of a stationary policy which is Blackwell optimal (maximizes 
lexicographically the terms of the Laurent series xpansion) i  the space 
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of stationary policies. In the fourth section we extend the result to
nonstationary policies. Finally, in the last section we treat the case of 
unbounded rewards and consider four academic examples. 
2. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 
2.1. Denumerable Markov Decision Processes 
Let S be the state space where S= { 1, 2, . . n, . ..I. A(i) is the set of 
possible actions when in state i.r(i, a), i E S, a E A(i) is the immediate 
reward earned when action a is chosen in state i.P,.j(a) is the probability of 
being in state j when action a is chosen in state i;
f P,.,(a) = 1 Vi, a. 
j=l 
A policy rc =(rc’, rc’, . . rc’, . .) is an infinite sequence ofdecision rules 7~’ 
which assigns toeach action its probability of being taken at time t. A 
policy isstationary iffc’ = nf’ Vt, t’. It is deterministic f rc’ sa mapping 
from S to UT=, A(i) such that rc’(i)~A(i). 
We shall make the usual assumptions: 
ASSUMPTION A 1. (i) A(i) is a compact metric set for all iE S. 
(ii) r(i, a) and Pi.j(a) are continuous n A(i) for all i, Jo S. 
For a stationary policy (rc, . . rc, . .) we identify thepolicy with rc. We also 
denote by P(z) and r(n) its one step transition pr bability ma rix and its 
reward vector. 
For any policy R = (n’, .. d, . .) we call V”(R) the total discounted 
reward over an infinite horizon; i.e., 
V”(R)= f dPk(R) r(#+‘), 
k=O 
where Pk(R) =P(Tc’) * P(d) . . . * P(nk), P” is the identity matrix, and 
TV E[0, 1) is the discount factor. 
A policy R,is cc-discounted op imal iff 
Vi: V(^(R,) B V,“(R) VRE C where C is the set of all 
admissible policies. 
The long run Average expected reward is 
1 
g(R) =lim inf - f Pk(R) r(#+‘) 
N-7. N+l k=O 
and a policy R,is Average optimal if g( R,) >g( R) Vi E S, R E C. 
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Average optimality s a desirable property but underselective s nce only 
rewards in the long run are of importance. An alternative s to consider 
Blackwell optimality which is a more selective criterion. 
A policy R, is Blacklrell optimal if 
ViES, REC: 3cr(i, R) such that: V:(R,)> VP(R) V’cxe [a(& R), 1) 
and strong Blackwell optimal if 
sup cr(i, R) < 1. 
ZEXREC 
2.2. Bounded Linear Operators 
We recall some results from functional analysis the reader can find in 
Yosida [9]. 
Let X be a complex Banach space and P a bounded linear operator nX 
into X. 
Call p(P) the set of complex 2 such that (/ZIG P) has a continuous 
inverse (il- P) -’ noted R(A, P) (the resolvent of P at 2). All other j” not 
in p(P) form the spectrum of P noted a(P). 
The following limit exists: lim, _,I, /I P” 11 ‘ln = r,(P) is called the spectral 
radius of P. If 1> r,(P) then the resolvent exists and is given by the series 
which converges inthe norm of operators. 
Also, if E., is an isolated singular point of R(I,, P)then R(1, P) can be 
expanded into a Laurent series, i.e., 
R(;“, P)= +f (jU-&)” A, 
,, = x 
and if & is a pole of order m then d, is an eigenvalue of P. 
3. BLACKWELL OPTIMALITY IN THE SET OF STATIONARY POLICIES 
The set F of stationary policies can be identified with npC=, A(i) which is 
compact in the product opology. 
The rewards vectors belong to the Banach space 1” of real bounded 
infinite sequences quipped with the norm: llxll = supisS 1~~1. 
We now make the following assumptions: 
ASSUMPTION A2. ilr( x)/l < r VTT for some r. 
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ASSUMPTION A3. ]&I( 1, p) = [z: 1; - 11 6p] such that: 
(i) Vx, R(L P(x)) = (,I- P(n))-’ h as no other singularity than1in 
al, PI. 
(ii) On any circumference C, = {L (I. - 11 =I), with I< p R(L, P(x)) 
is uniformly bounded in T(. 
ASSUMPTION A4. For any sequence 7~‘“’ converging to rr* in F we have 
vi, lim f IP,,,(n”~‘)-P,,i(n*)l =O. ,1!11 _ x* 
/=I 
The last assumption means that each row of P(n) is continuous in F or 
that P(n) is ~-continuous in the terminology f Dekker and Hordijk [4] 
(with p being the unit vector). Note that his assumption s implied byAl 
in the case of finite state space. Also note that in the case of finite state and 
control spaces A3and A4 are satisfied. 
We need the following lemma: 
LEMMA. (a) For any stationary policy the discounted r bvard V’(x) has a 
Laurent series xpansion near 1. 
(b) Each term qf the Laurent series i pointGse continuous in F. 
Proof. 
V”(n) = i akPk(n) r(7c) = (I- CrP) -’ r(7t) 
k=l 
so that V”(rr) = lR(A, P(n)) r(z) (with 2 = l/cc). 
Because ofAssumption A3 we have 
VI.EJ(l, p), V”(7c)=E. f (I-l)“A,(7r)r(7c). 
,1=-I 
The A, are bounded linear operators given be the Dunford’s integrals [9], 
where C is a circumference of a circle c ntered in1 and contained in 
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@( 1, p). Now, let us consider a sequence 7~‘~’ converging to rr* in F. We 
want to prove that A-‘(rr) (n) is pointwise continuous in F, 
A ~,(7P’)r(n’“‘)-A ,(n*)r(n*) 
= -(A_,(n*)-A_,(~‘“‘))r(7C’n’)+A_,(n*)(r(”’”’)-r(71*)) 
(and using the identity: R(L, P) - R(& P’) = R(i, P)(P- P’) R(;1, P’)) 
=& 4 R(i, P(z*)(P(n’“‘) - P(z*))) R(/1, I’(+‘)) r(n’“‘) dE, 
c 
-A _ ,(n*)(r(7r*) - (e))). 
Since A _, is a bounded linear operator represented by a matrix and since 
r(rr”“) converges pointwise to r(rc*) then A _ i(n*)(r(~*) - r(n’“))) 
converges pointwise to zero. By Assumption A3, R(2, P(rc)) isuniformly 
bounded in TL and in /2. on C. Moreover, because of Assumption A2, 
R(l, P(rr’“‘)) r(rc”“) is uniformly bounded in n and 2 on C and because of
Assumption A4, (P(n “‘)) - P(n*)) (R(1, P(#“))) r(r~‘~)) converges point- 
wise to zero uniformly in j* on C. Therefore, theterm under the integral 
sign converges pointwise to zero uniformly in 1on C. 
Consequently, A _,(r?‘) ~(rr’“‘) converges pointwise to L,(n*) r(rc*). 
We use the same arguments oprove that &,(r~‘~‘) r(rr’“‘) converges 
pointwise to ,4,(x*) r(z*) since 
A&)=+-$ (A- l))‘R(A, P(z))dll. 
c 
Pointwise continuity of the other terms follows since 
A,(n)=(-l)“A;I+‘(rt) for n30. 
Note that from Assumption A3, it follows immediately that Apl(rc) and 
A,( rc) are uniformly bounded in n. 
We now can state he following result: 
THEOREM 1. Under Assumptions Al, A2, A3, and A4, there xists a 
stationary policy which is Blackwell optimal inthe set of stationary policies. 
Proof: The proof is along the same lines a in Dekker and Hordijk [4]. 
It suffices to prove that here is a stationary policy which lexicographically 
maximizes the terms of the Laurent series. 
By lexicographically we mean that his policy sequentially maximizes an
enumeration of the components ofthe terms of the Laurent series where for 
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each component he terms are enumerated with increasing power 
t..., (A-,(n) r(n)),, . . (Ao(n) r(n)),, -.) (A,(n) r(~))i, -1. 
By observing that he set of maximizers of acontinuous f nction on a 
compact set is also compact, one constructs a nonincreasing equence of
compact sets F,, k = 1, 2, . . of elements ofF such that he policies n Fk 
maximize the first k erms of an enumeration (asdescribed above) of V’. 
Since none of these sets is empty it follows that F,, = n;= 1 Fk is non- 
empty. Then, any policy x*in F, lexicographically m ximizes If’(.) and 
hence is Blackwell optimal since, asshown by Dekker and Hordijk [4], 
vi, n liminf (1-a))“( V”(n*),- Vz(7c),)30, n = - 1, 0, . .) 
1-l 
which in turn implies 
3c((i, 71): Vq cr(i, 7~) d c( < 1, V”(n*),>, V(n), 
4. BLACKWELL OPTIMALITY IN THE SET OF ALL THE POLICIES 
In this ection we show that under the same assumptions as in the 
previous section, thestationary policies which are Blackwell optimal in F 
are also Blackwell optimal in the set C of all the policies. W  show that he 
assumptions required in the proof by Dekker and Hordijk [4] are satisfied 
since we show that hey are implied byour assumptions Al,A2, A3, and 
A4. We recall that hese assumptions concern o ly properties of the one 
step transition probability ma rices and their resolvent. Also, no unichain 
assumption rrecurrency condition isrequired. Theassumptions are
purely algebraic ndtopological. 
Dekker and Hordijk [4] basically require that the following two 
conditions (B)and (C) are satisfied [43:
(B): 
(i) co(n) = Ilr(n)ll, < ~07~ EF. 
(ii) c,(~)=su~~~~~,(1-~) liC;zO akJ'k(n)ll,<oo, ~EF. 
(iii) The matrix D(n) exists, c?(x) = 110(rr)\l,, < KI, ZEF, and the 
following relations hold, 
(I- P(7L)) D(n= 0(71)(1-Pp(71)) = I- n(n) 
n (n) D(n) = D(n) fl(n) = 0, 
where n (rr)=lim,,, (l/N) Cy&,’ Pi which exists. 
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(C): 
(i) P(rr)p is pointwise continuous onF. 
(ii) O(X) is ,u-continuous on F.
(iii) There exist c,, and c, such that: 
ll~(~)/l~ < (‘0 and ll~(~)ll, < L’l. 
First of all et us recall that D(n) (respectively n (rr)) isnothing less than 
the operator A,( rc) (respectively A _ r(z)) of the previous section. We now 
prove that Assumptions A2, A3, and A4 imply (B) and (C) with p being 
the unit vector. 
Concerning (B): 
(i) is satisfied b cause we assume bounded rewards. 
(ii) We only need consider c1in a neighborhood f1; 
P IIAo(~)ll isbounded by llL,(rr)ll + 1 -2p 
for 1 -p<cr< 1 V7t. 
(iii) D(z) is in fact A,(rc) and we know (Yosida [9]) that A-,(n) 
and AO(n) are bounded linear operators and satisfy: 
f’(n) A,(TT).Y= A,(n) P(x).u Vx E domain of P(n), 
A,(Tc)A-,(~)=A~,(~c)A~(~)=O; (P(n)-I)A,(n)=Ap,(n)-Z. 
Concerning (C ): 
(i) by Assumption A4. 
(ii) By using aresult byDekker and Hordijk [4] it suffices to prove 
that A,( dn’)xy(“’ -+ Ao(n pointwise for any sequence x’“) converging 
pointwise to.Y* in I” (and uniformly bounded in n) and any sequence 7~~“’ 
converging torr* in F. This can be done in the same way as in the lemma 
of the previous section. 
(iii) Because of Assumption A2. Also, by using the integral represen- 
tation of A ~. ,(n) and Ao(n) uniform boundedness inII follows immediately 
from Assumption A3. 
Since A2, A3, and A4 imply (B) and (C) we can use exactly the same 
arguments (see Dekker and Hordijk [4, Sect. 51) to prove the following 
result: 
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THEOREM 2. Assume that Al, A2, A3, and A4 hold. Then, there exists a 
stationary policy ivhich isBlackwell optimal in the set of all the policies. 
Under (B) and (C) Dekker and Hordijk [4] prove that 
)<O, n = -1, 0. YiES. REC. lirnsyp(l -Co)” (P(R);- V”(x* , 
which implies 
3cc(i, R):Vu., cc(i, R)dcr< 1, V”(n* 
5. UNBOUNDED REWARDS 
), 3 V’(R);. 
When dealing with unbounded immediate r wards, ome problems arise. 
In particular, with the classical norm, the space of the immediate reward 
vectors i not a Banach space any longer. However, it is natural to assume 
as in Dekker and Hordijk [4] that here xists a positive vector p such that 
sup;( Y~c)~/P~) < 3~Vrr. Then l;“, the space of immediate reward vectors 
with the norm lIxIIP = sup,( I.Y,I /p,), isa Banach space. Now, the norm of a 
linear operator P(n) is given by 
Hence, P(z) will be a bounded linear operator ifthe above expression is 
bounded. Also, to identify the discounted reward V”(x) with (l/a) 
I?( l/a, P(z)) r(n) for CI near 1, the spectral radius of P(z) must be 1. 
In other words we must have: lim,, z,IIP(~)nlI~n = 1 V7c. Finally, to
extend the results of Sections 2 and 3 to the unbounded case 
Assumptions A2 and A4 of Section 3 become: 
ASSUMPTION A2. (i )Vrr, II r(n )II Ir < r and I/ P(n) II P< p for some r and p. 
(ii) Vn, lim,,, I lIP(rc)“I/~,‘“= 1. 
ASSUMPTION A4. For any sequence rr(“’ converging ton* in F we have 
V i, liar* f IPi,j(n’“‘)- Pi,j(n*)l Pj =O’ 
,=I 
In other words, in the terminology ofDekker and Hordijk [4], P(n) 
must be ,a-continuous. 
All the previous results still hold provided the classical norm is replaced 
by the p-norm. 
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Examples 
To show the weakness ofour hypothesis, let us consider the following 
finite state example already mentioned inFedergruen et al., [S]: 
S={1,2}, A(i) = (0, 1}, i= 1, 2. 
P,,,(O) = 1; P,,*(f)=O; P,,,(O)=@ Pz,r(l)= 1.
In this example, although some policies mayhave multiple irreducible 
sets of states, an average optimal stationary policy isshown to exist [6]. 
However, itis easy to check that 1is an isolated eigenvalue forach one- 
step transition probability matrix. Since there are a finite number of 
stationary policies allother assumptions areeasily satisfied so that here 
also exists a tationary Blackwell optimal policy. 
Remark. If we now modify the data so that A( 1) = (0) or { 1 ), a 
stationary Blackwell Optimal policy still exists whereas the communicating 
condition n [S] is no longer satisfied (theaverage cost is now initial state 
dependent ). 
Also, in Schweitzer [S]. one has the two following counterexamples: 
(2) 
One can immediately check that for each stationary policy znk where kis a 
parameter in [0, 11, 1 -k* (in the first example) and 1 -k (in the second 
one) are igenvalues so that our Assumption A2 is not satisfied. 
Finally, in the famous infinite s ate space counterexample due to 
Ross [7], one also can check that for the stationary policy which consists 
in going to the next state, Vi E (0, 11, I. is an eigenvalue so that again, our 
Assumption A2is not satisfied. 
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